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Seattle University's administration is
introducing the planned budget and
tuition increase for next year to various
campus groups, John Eshelman,Ph.D.,
executive vice president, confirmed
Tuesday.
Eshelman declined to reveal exact
figures yet, saying he'd like to wait
untilSunday's ASSUmeeting when all
major campus organizations will have
had achance toprovideinput
"The numbers are very tentative,"
Eshelman said. "They are still
changing."
According to a source who attended
one of the meetings, tuition will raise
between 10 and 11percent, with most
of the increase going to salary increases.
Many staff salaries will go up 16
percent, the source said, while faculty
members getaneightpercentboost.
Eshelmannoted the proposal hasbeen
presented to the Faculty Senate, the
President's Advisory Council, the
Deans' Council and the Seattle
UniversityStaff Association.
"Western Europe is as significant a
business competitor as Japan...Many
firms areparticularly impressed with a
background in Japanese, but most
corporations are just as impressed with
alanguage such asGermanor French.
"If youcame to me andasked which
language would be most beneficial to
you in business," says Viscione, "I
would tell you that you're asking the
wrongquestion.Rather thanchoosing a
language for the sake of a career, a
student should select a culture, a
language, which interests them as a
person."
In order for theprogram to continue
beyond the first year, at least 12
students must enroll, "and 20 students
would be a solid enrollment," says
Stark. "If thereis enough interest in the
class,we might even eventually have a
study abroad program inJapan."
Stark is optimistic that the program
will be popular. "After all," he says,
"the Latin class has 22 students this
year. It wouldn't be unreasonable to






Seattle University for the first time in
13 years,startingnextfall.
"We had a course in Japanese 12 or
13 years ago," says James Stark, head
of the ForeignLanguage department at
Seattle University. "We were actually
leaders in our field. But, for one reason
or another, theprogram wascancelled."
Stark says that most universities and
high schools offer courses inJapanese,
and that such classes in community
colleges are generally filled to capacity.
"The demandhas reacheda crescendo,"
hesays.
Stark expects the program to be of
particular interest to students inGlobal
Studies andInternational Business. "We
are on the Pacific Rim," he says, "so
the business students are our first
priority...As well ascultural awareness,
the program should provide minimum
competency for business interaction."
"Japanese is not a particular
advantage," says Jerry Viscione,Dean
of the Albers School of Business.
significantly behind whites in learning
by the third grade - withBlacks falling
furthest behind.
"Seattle test scores show wide
discrepancy between what whitechildren
learn and what Black children learn,"
said community activist and Seattle
public school teacher Rickie Malonc.
"Even using unbiased tests the results
are constant," she said.
An active member of Coalition for
Education of Black Children and The
National Black Child Development
Institute,Malonc said, "Black children
aren't learning anywhere in the
country."
Why aren't children ofcolor learning?
"We, as a group, believe that Black
children aren't learning because they
aren't being taught. We believe it's all
inperception..White folks believe we
can'tlearn," she said.
Malone, an SU graduate and third
grade teacher for 17 years, said that
universities graduating teachers must
become sensitive to thedifferingculture
and learning styles of childrenof color,
that what stops teachers from teaching
all students needs to be identified,and
that State guidelines on who gets
certified needtobereviewed.
Malone added that when SU calls for
alumni donations sherefuses andpoints
outSU's "lack of sensitivity to Blacks
on campus, that there are no Black
teachersof tenurehere,and that outreach
to the surrounding Black community is
pathetic - except to buy up more
propertytoexpand."
"The problem is probably notas bad
as it'sbeingreported," saidMichaelR.
Preston, School Board member and
director of the Central Area Youth
Association (CAYA).
Though itappearsby standardized test
scores that Black students fall
"demonstrably"behind whites around
the third grade, Preston said that it is
simply another sign of "cultural bias"
and "institutional racism." "The public
education system is only areflection of
ourbroader society," he said.
Preston, whoheads Operation Rescue- a tutoring program aimed at inner city
Please see 'Schools' page 12
theSpectator.







Nearly everyone agrees that
youngsters of every race deserve the
widestopportunities for education, but
efforts to realize that goal are another
story.
Preschool education programs and
professional daycare are teaching
children more andearlier but local and
national tests indicate that in the long
run there is a large gap between what
white students and students of color
learn.
Student achievement measured by
national norm tests like S.A.T. and









Perhaps you've already noticed the work being done on the mall in front
of the Chieftain. An approximately eight-foot wide path, flanked by
more lawn as well as landscaped beds, will take the place of the asphalt
and concrete now being removed. The rubble should be cleared away by














antagonistic to intelligence's role in
U.S. foreign policy will be invited to
campus,he said.
The organization maintains a
reference catalogregarding intelligence
and foreign policy matters,as well as
information for students who wish to
join one of the US intelligence
agencies.
IRTs statement of purpose commits
the organization to providing an
unbiased forum "fostering a better
understanding of the intelligence
services."
included,according toJosephFountain,
chairman of the Intelligence Research
Team (IRT), a new organization on
campus whichis sponsoring the event.
"The speakers will go where they
want to go," within the general topic,
Fountain said. Panel members will
include Arthur Fisher,Ph.D., from the
history department as well as Patrick
McDonaldand William WolfofIRT.
Fountain said the group's purpose is
to provide SU with informational
resources about the intelligence
community as well as a forum for
debate. Speakersboth symathetic and
How can an intelligence community
operating in secret serve the best
interestsofa democracy like the United
States?
That is the topic of discussion at a
forum to be held next Wednesday at
noon in the Wyckoff Auditorium of the
Engineering Building. "Why Spy?:
Intelligence and Covert Action in a
Democracy," will feature talks from
Richard Young, Ph.D., from the
political science department,andRobert
Harmon,SUhistoryprofessor.
Open discussion will follow each
speech. A panel discussion is also
director of The Dayan Center and the
ShiloahInstitute for MiddleEasternand
AfricanStudies.
The lecture at SU is one of a series
Rabinovich is giving in the Seattle
area. "Israel at the Crossroads" is the
theme. The series will extend to
February7.
For more information, contact Ruth
Bovarnick at the Jewish Education
Council at 625-0665.
Engineering Building's Wyckoff
Auditorium. Admission to the 7 p.m.
gatheringis free.
Rabinovich, the 1989 B'nai B'rith
Scholar-in-Residence,is a professor of
Contemporary Middle East History at
Tel AvivUniversity, Israel. He is an
advisor to the Foreign and Defense
committees of the Knesset (the Israeli
parliament), and also serves as the
Nominees wanted.
quarterIdidn'tknow what to do."
While most Chinese students bring
over some knowledge of English, she
said, "most of the students feel
embarrassed to opentheir mouth."
One reason for the club is to give
these students a place "where they can
relax and adjust to the language
problem," she said. The groupplans to
celebrate members' birthdays and
possibly do some sightseeing together
after theNew Yearsparty.
Tsui said local Chinese artists have
agreed to loan art which will give the
ISC theproper feel for theevent
There will be plenty of Chinese food
as well,sheadded. Tsuiencouragedall
of the SU community to "come in and
pickup theaura" of the event.
Bijing Wang, one of the club
members, emphasizedhopes for amixed
attendance. Inaddition to helping the
Chinese students into a larger social
circle,he said, "we would like to bring
our culture to SU."
Tsuiagreed,adding the group'slong-
time goal is to produce a number of
Chinese alumni who will assist
newcomers to thecampus in the future.
Forum to examine spy operations.
Seattle University has a new club,
formed just in time to helpbring in the
new yearnext week.
No, they're not late. It's the Chinese
Club.
TheirNew Year beginsFeb. 5. The
students willhelp SU celebrate at the
International Student Center,according
to their president,Rosa Tsui.
Twenty-three students make up the
group so far, Tsui said. Members
include students from the Republic of
Chinaon Taiwan,Singapore and Hong
Kong,sheadded.
The mix of Chinese from different
areas makes SU's Chinese Club
different from thoseat theUniversityof
Washington, Tsuinoted. She said the
UW has groups for each locale and
differentpoliticalpartiesas well.
"We don't think that makes sense" at
SU, she said. Inaddition to the smaller
numbers here, the group looks forward
"tosharing everythingtogether."
Tsui said many Chinese students at
SUhave a roughgoing at first. "They
really have culture shock," she said.
Many "stay in their dorms and do
nothing. When Iwas here the first
Rosa Tsui, president of SU's new Chinese Club, with Bijing Wang.
ByMKELIGOT
StaffReporter
Professor Itamar Rabinovich, a
historian and MiddleEast expert,will
discuss the Israel/Palestine conflict at
SeattleUniversity nextThursday.
His lecture, entitled "Israel and the
Palestinian Problem in View of the
Algiers Resolution," will be at the
Chinese students form SU club.
Nominations are now being
accepted for SU's nominee for the
Student Humanitarian Service Award.
The award, sponsored by Campus
Compact, is designed to recognize
outstandingcommunity service.
Every participating campus
nominates one student, explained
Scott Greenwood, student activities
coordinator. Five recipients will be
chosen nationally,he said,and$1500
will be sent to a project chosen by
those students.
Those interested in nominating a
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EARN$10.26 PER HOUR
DRIVE PART TIMEFOR METRO
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS
Drive aMetro busin theafternoon for 2hours
and20 minutesaday,Monday throughFriday.
Metro providespaid trainingat$5.10per hour
anduniforms. After completionof training,
salarygoes to $10.26perhour.










Reseachersat the Uof W areconducting aclinical trial testing
of anewly developedAIDS vaccine.Preliminary results withpeople who
have previously received small pox vaccine are encouraging. Research
subjects who have neverbeen given the smallpox vaccine are still
needed.
Heathly individuals who have previously received smallpox
vaccine may enroll. Due to FDA resrictions women who plan onbecoming
pregnantcan not participate in this trial.Some monetary compensation
will beprovided to subjects whocomplete the trial. Interested persons
should contact:
DougArditti at the U of W Retroviral Vaccine Unit
326-4179 for more details.
Oncea studentreceives their financial
aid award letter, they should normally
be able to pick up their aid without
being told several times to gogetmore
documents.
So says Fred Carter, Financial Aid
Office director,explainingplans toease
frustrations for both students andstaffat
theoffice.
"This year we're going to make every
effort to tell students before they've
applied for financial aid some basic
documents" they willneed,he said.
Only the information needed from
everyone is requested at first, Carter
explained. A focus in the past on
rushing outawards basedon preliminary
data resulted in many students coming
to pick up their aid only to find they
still had more requirements and weeks
of waiting left togo.
"When the application comes in for
continuing students,"he said, "the first
thing we'll want to do is do a more in-
depthevaluation rather thanspitting out
the award. At that point we'll be able
to tell them almost everything they
need todo tocomplete their file."
While the new process might mean
award letters will go out a bit later,
Carter said, the result will be a
smoother andmore certainoperation for
everybody.
"What Iwant to do is reduce the
number of revisions,"he said.
Carter speculated that students who
turn their tax information inpromptly
should get their award in May. Others
can get an estimate, he said, but that
means their file wouldneed reviewing
twice, which is very time consuming
for hisoffice.
Carter saidhe is happy withprogress
theoffice is making but would like to
seeithappenquicker.
"When Igot here [in 1987],
counselors and students wereyellingat
eachother across the counter," he said.
Continuing tension due to long waits in
line could be lessened with better
information,he said.
"One reason it takes so long at the
counter is because people have a lot of
questions," Carter said. "One of the
ways we can solve that is by providing
better publications with better
information in them. We're workingon
that."
Last year a financial aid newsletter
wentout withawards,but it was very
general andprovedunwieldy for students
who wanted specific answers to their
particular situation,he recalled. Many
ended up calling or coming into the
office, tying up counselors who would
Phyllis is a very nice and helpful
person,and unless you were to become
unusually nasty, this entire endeavor
should takeonlyavery fewmomentsof
your time.
You willimmediatelyrealize the time
was well spent, as you now have in
your possession a meal ticket good for
up to$5 for the student and another $5
for theprofessor.
Now the fun really begins. Get up
your nerve and ask either a favorite
professor orone with whom you'd like
to get better acquainted out to lunchor
dinner. Plan your meal for within five
days of the date on whichyou obtained
yourmeal ticket.
Chooseanyof the fine entreeson the
Marketplace menu,preferably one with
cheese sauce. When you and the
professor arrive at the cashier's desk,
you will both need to sign the meal
ticket. Then you're ready to dine and
conversein trueresident hallstyle.
You may want to add variations to
your meal as Barbara Reder and two
other students did. The three of them
asked a professor to join them for a
dinner to be followed by a liturgy held
on the 6th Floor of Bellarmine that
evening.
Not only did the evening provide
"good times and relaxedconversation,"
additionally theprofessor had firsthand
experienceof a fire drillcomplete with
full building evacuation and "stand
aroundoutside time."
Maybe nothing as exciting as a fire
drill will happen when you actually go
to dine with a professor, but you will
have a chance to ask questions and
exchange concerns, laughs and
opinions. Which wasnot thecase with
the visit ofGeorge Bush to our campus
although it is an implied part of the
Mission Statement of theuniversity.
And if this illumination of care
between student and professor can
happen in the contextof a goodmeal,
all thebetter.
So what do thecheese sauce and the
SU Mission Statement have in
common? Through the good sense of
the Faculty Guest Meal Program, they
both provideopportunities for dialogue.
MealProgram Ticket,Please.
What do cheese sauce and Seattle
University'sMission Statementhave in
common? It took the good minds of
Resident Student Services (RSS) in
conjunction with the Campus Food
Service,both light yearsahead of their
time, to unravel this riddle in a direct
andsensiblemanner.
The answer lies in the development
and implementation of the Faculty
GuestMealProgram.
In researching this program, two
things became clear with the help of
both observation and interview. First,
theinterview.
This took place with Judy Sharpe,
director for RSS. During this interview
it was learned that there was a lack of
faculty faces touring theresident halls at
SU. This prompted suspicion of fear
and misunderstanding about what its
like to live in an on-campus resident
hall. Which in turn prompted a sad
suspicion that opportunities for
dialogue between those students and
theirprofessors werebeingoverlooked.
Notgood. Somethingshould be done
about this.
Second, the observation. There is a
lot of cheese sauce served in the
Marketplace. Itcovers baked potatoes,
chips,andmay havebeen present in the
recent bean andrice enchilada special.
There is, it seems, an abundance of
cheese saucein theMarketplace.
Something should be doneabout this,
also.
Something has been done to
simultaneously remedy both problems
and it is called the Faculty Guest Meal
Program. This program entitles any
SU student who lives in a resident hall
to invite a professor out to lunch or
dinner at the Marketplace. Participation
has been made easy and is not time
consuming. Follow these simple steps.
Begin your out-to-lunch odyssey by
contacting Phyllis Brazier in the RSS
office (Bellarmine 117 - in the front
door, two quick lefts,afew steps down
"Jie hallway, then a right into 117).
Present your current SU student card
(that means you must remember your







students, faculty. otherwisebeprocessing files.Carter said the office is currentlyputting brochures together which will
go out with awards explaininghow the
different packages in that award work.
"Hopefully we'll get fewer questions,"
he said.
Cartersaid he doesn't think hisoffice
needs more counterpeople. Instead he
would like to see resources go into
better publications and more postage.
He said financial aid offices in other
private universities in the area have
budgets two tothree times that ofSU.
Competition for publications funds is
tight,Carter conceded.
"If the administration is going to
look at our publications budget across
theuniversity asfixed,"he said,"for me
to getmore might mean somebody else
might get less. That's a tough
decision."
Still, Carter insisted it was more
costly for SU tohave the file evaluation
process logjam as personnel are forced
toanswer unnecessaryphonecalls.
Heexpressedconfidence that this year
will gobetter than last. "This year we
won't have the computer problems that
plaguedus," he said.
Carter laughedwhenaskedifhe didn't




Students who live In a resident hall can take a teacher to lunch or
dinner for free at the Marketplace under a new program on campus.

















is anexcellent sfart fo a
challenging career asan Air
ForceOfficer. We offer great
startingpay, medical care, 30
daysof vacation withpay eachyearand management
opportunities. Contact an
AirForcerecruiter. Find out what






at 6:oopm in the MadisonBuilding.
All those interested in advertising are welcome!
Should WashPIRG receive funding
outside normal channels andbecome the
only student organization to be
supported by a tuition negative
checkoff? As our President stated so
concisely: No new taxes! In effect,
that's what WashPlßG's request boils
down to.
Certainly they are a dedicated group
with worthy causes to pursue on behalf
of the community. The 2100 students
who signed WashPlßG's petition last
year are sufficient evidence that strong
support exists on campus. But how
many of those students were aware of
the funding mechanism proposed when
they signed thepetition?
Sure we're all supposed to read what
we sign, but in a rush to a class how
many of us took the time to read the
4
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Peace progress: let's run with it.
BySTEVE CLARKE
Editor
The present state of international
relations offers so much hope it is
almost staggering. For the first time in
history there appears a real possibility
the world's major powersmay be able
to work together for the benefit of
mankind.
The public must now encourage
leaders and work to provide ideas and a
broader context for worldwide
cooperation.
New initiatives are needed tocombat
pollution andhunger ona global scale.
And fantastic opportunities in science
here on earthas well as in outer space
await mankind if true cooperation can
berealized.
It is easy to get excited about the
prospects, and one would probably do
well to bear in mind that sober
pragmatism must accompany any real
and lasting changes. Nonetheless, a
little dreaming and optimism gives us
something to work towards.
Besides, mankind doesn't often find
suchreason tobecheered.
What's there tocrow about?
New moves in the Mideast,a Soviet
pullout in Afghanistan, Cubans out of
Angola, the recent medium-range
nuclear weapons treaty and Gorbachev
announcementof 10 percent reduction
of forces in Europe immediately come
to mind. While each of these
accomplishments contain individual
dynamics which make all-inclusive
statements suspect, they and the virtual
absence of hostile rhetoric between the
major powers add up to an undeniable
window ofopportunity.
It is fascinating to watch diplomatic
and military actors jockeying to
position themselves best in the
evolvingscene.
An article by Timothy Aeppel in the
Jan. 6 issue of the Christian Science
Monitor cited fears amongexperts that
the western alliance might erode
without the prospect of Soviet
aggression.
Western diplomats are unsure how to
respond to Gorbachev's unilateral
reduction in Europe, Aeppel reported.
A back-and-forth competition in
disarmament,accomplishedwithout the
nitpicking tediousness of negotiations,
is an awesome prospect for all
observers.
While it is far too early to predict
suchreductions,it is obviousproposals
Letters.
for new weapon systems faceheightened
opposition in light of the new mood.
An article by Henry Kissinger in the
same issue of the Monitor also
exploredtoday's foreignaffairs climate.
"Our task is to do something that
Americans have notever done before,"
Kissinger said. "Namely, to think of a
world inequilibrium."
The former secretary of state sees
recent Soviet moves as both very risky
and potentially veryrewarding. Should
Eastern Europe get too bold in
demanding their own glasnost and
perestroika,Kissinger said, theSoviets
will have to choose between watching
their systemcrumble andusingmilitary
means to quash reforms, negating all
their public relations efforts in the
process.
But if Gorbachev is successful,
according to Kissinger, America's
influence inEuropecouldgradually but
effectivelybecurtailed.
He also raised thepossibility that an
unsure Soviet presence in Eastern
Europe resurrectsdangers thoughtlong
dead. "For the first time now since the
war there is a real danger that some
explosioncouldoccur inEasternEurope
like prior to World War I," Kissinger
said.
There is a temptation to say
Kissinger is predisposed to raining on
anyparade thathe doesn't lead. For the
sake of true peace, though, all
perceptions needexamination.
Today's situation gives individuals
the responsibility of prodding leaders
out of negative and pessimistic stands.
It will take ingenuity and persistence to
transform a hopeful mood into
resolutionoflongheld disputes.
Initiatives to increase understanding
between citizens of hostile nations have
provided inspiration as well as short-
term success. What is needed now is a
series of joint projects to pool
superpower resources in combating
shared problems.
Challenges from depletion of the
ozone layer to projections of
catastrophic population problems in the
Third World will require intense and
harmonious efforts if they are to be
resolved.
The present auraof goodwill among
major powers offers hope along many
lines. The stakes are too high for us
not to seize the opportunity now.
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And finally, it's just plain NOT in
the students' interest to raise funds in a
way that contradicts the philosophy of
the institution itself - public interest.
WashPlßG's proposal is just plain
deceptive.
It'sabadidea whose time(Ihope)has
not come. Isuggest the funding
method used at the University of
Washington - donation. Then every
student makes a conscious and
voluntary choice to support the
organization. What can be more
democratic than that? Nothing,except
that it's not as good for fund-raising
purposes.
But in the interest of relieving
students ofadditional fees to deal with
on their tuition statements,Istrongly
urge the administration not to open this
Pandora's Box. The annual tuition
increase isenoughtodeal with.
EdwardJ.Walker
full text of the petition? And did all
those eager petitionersFULLY explain
the WashPIRG proposal as they were
handingus the pen tosign our name?
Well,ofcourse that's all waterunder
the bridge now. WashPIRG is now in
the stageof heavy lobbying of campus
leaders toconvince theadministration to
institute the negative checkoff on our
tuition statements.
Idisagree with the ideaof fundingany
organizationin this manner.
First, it implicitly lends the support
of the University administration by its
inclusion on the tuition statement along
with other mandatory fees and
payments. Secondly, if a student
inadvertently forgets to checkoff or
thinks it is a positive checkoff,
WashPIRG automatically benefits.
In short, negative checkoff is a
fundraiser's dreamcome true.
No to WashPIRG.
p n i i ii hi a is
execution in 1986. But promises of
confession fell on deafears this time.No
longer would the judicial system allow
Bundy tomanipulate it
Outside theprisoncrowds cheered and
sported t-shirts and signs that said
"BURNBUNDY"and "BUNDY BURN
INHELL".
In Lake City, Florida,people sold
Lapel pins and t-shirts displaying the
electric chair.
Bob Keppel,a Criminal Investigator
for the State Attorney General's office,
listened to Bundy's last confessions .
Keppelreported that some details of the
crimes were so horrible that Bundy
couldn't bring himself to talk about
them.
The parents of Susan Rancourt, one
of Bundy's victims, told KIRO News
Monday thatBundy should suffer because
his victims suffered. Bundy admitted
killing Rancourt inhis final confession.
People so widely enjoyed this
execution that perhaps a more fitting
demise for Bundy might have beenanold
fashioned public hanging. We like to
consider ourselves more civilized than
300 years ago, but Bundy's barbaric
personality belongs in the days of the
Salem Witch Hunts.
Bundy's favoritepast-time dished out
generous helpings of humiliation, so
let'sgive hima double scoop.
Weneed torealize that throughBundy
a darker side of humanity leaked from
each of us, evident in this uproarious
approval of Bundy's death. Yes, Bundy
deserved death, but maybe we should
have lethim go alone,not in a blaze of
glory.
Michaud and Hugh Aynesworth, Bundy
states, "Idon't thinkIneed to feel guilty
anymore,becauseItry todo what's right
right now."
Ted Bundy was pure poison. He
headed straight for the heart of human
dignity. Flushing out the intruder by
execution was theonlyremedy.
So tuck your children into bed at
night and tell them oneboogy man can't
get themanymore.
Spectator reporter Lisa Lara displays the front page of Tuesday's
Seattle Times. The headline, "Bundy put to death," was one of
the largest headlines in the papers history.
It's hard to swallow the theory that
pornography caused Bundy's killing
rampage. Many people enjoy
pornography, but they separate fantasy
from reality. Bundy was innately
demented andselfish,but not insane. He
justdid whathe wanted and thenblamed
his crimes on anoutsideelement Bundy
knew right from wrongand he admitted
himself. According to the book "The




Tell your children monsters exist.
They don't hide under thebed or in the
closet. They don't havegreen skin,three
eyes, or long claws. Monsters are
charming, engaging young men and
women. Warn your children that thereal
monster might be the nice lady who
helps them on the swing, or the
handsome man who needs help with his
boat.
America's most notorious monster,
serial killer Ted Bundy, kept his long
awaited dateTuesday with "Old Sparky,"
the Florida State Prison's electric chair.
Across thenation from Washington State
to Vermont,pulse rates slowed to normal
as the victims families breathedasigh of
finality. The justice system can loosen
the noose that Bundy so arrogantly held
aroundit'sneck.
Bundy diedfor the 1978 murder of 12-
year-old Kimberly Leach in Lake City
Florida. In a separate case he was also
sentenced to death for killing Janet Lisa
Levy, 20, and Margaret Bowman, 21,
two Florida State University sorority
sisters.
Bundy escaped fromprison twice and
ironically headed for Florida, the state
famous forit's tough death penalty laws.
In a last attempt to save his life
Bundy admitted killing 20 more women
who's disappearanceshad haunted their
families.
Fr. Sullivan, you owe me dinner.
dinner. We'll have a good time. We'll
talk about whatever you want We'll go
wherever you want togo. We'll have a
blast.
Imean, we've always gotten along
pretty well, haven't we? One of my
first articles as a Spectator reporter was
called "Fr. Sullivan succeeds as
fundraiser." That should havemade you
happy. And so what about all the
thingsIwrote about the George Bush
visit. That's all forgotten,right?
Ithink you're a pretty good guy,
Father, and Ithink you've got a lot
going for you. You're the seventhmost
recognizable figure in Seattle. You've
got the Goodwill Games. You're the
head of arapidly expanding university.
That'sall neatstuff.
And most importantly, you're not
out $55.
So take me to dinner. You're into
Goodwill,so throw someover my way.
This might be our last opportunity to
chat beforeIgraduate.
And who knows? If you takeme to
dinner,Imight just forget about the
prices of my textbooks. Imight forget
about all the increases in tuition. I
might forget about the times my
financial aid got messed up in the
paperwork.
And then ifIever become wealthy
somewhere down the line,Imight give
some back to this school. Younever
know,right?
But whatIdo know is that I'll soon
be $55 poorer. So do a good deed,
Father. Take this kidout todinner.
dinner. It's notacrazy idea, isit?
The wayIsee it, a less-than-$55-
dinner wouldn't be that much of a
sacrifice for you. From all reports,
you're doing alotbetter thanIam.
Let's compare expenses. Ipay for
my own food. Ipay for rent. Ipay for
my own clothes. Ipay for my own
transportation. Ipay for my own text
books. I pay for my own
entertainment
You, Father, are provided with a
place to live. Thus no rent. And you
can wear black everyday without people
laughing, thus hardly any clothing
expenses. And look at all the trips you
get to take. I've never seen you on a
Metro Bus,Father. You're aheadof me
there, too.
And most importantly, you get
better food. I'venever seen youeating
in the Chieftain or the Marketplace.
However,Ididhave breakfast with you
in your private dining room of the sth
floor of the Casey Building, and the
food was pretty good. And most
importantly, it was free.
And just look at the prestige factor
on campus. Whenpeople see you, they
know who youare. Nobody knows me.
And when peopleaddress you, they say
"Hello." People look at me and say
"Get away." And people call always
call youFather Sullivan. Do youknow
what some people on this campus like
to call me? It ain't pretty. And your
the president of a university. I'm just a
managing editor.
So come on, Father, take me to
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HiFather. My name is Ken Benes.
Iam asenior at Seattle University. For
four yearsIhaveattended this college.
And for the most part, the last four
yearsofmy lifehaven't been thatbad.
Until now.
As a graduating senior of this
university,Iam expected to pay a $55
graduation fee. That's$55,Father. It's
American money. It'salotof American
money. At least it is for me.
Ionly have one question: Why?
Where is the money going? From the
dozens of peopleIhave talked to,both
staff and non-staff,Iam under the
impression that themoney pays for the
cost of the commencement excercise.
Otherpeoplehave told me that it is the
costof a diploma. Still others say it is
the cost of the commencementplus the
costofa diploma.
Either way, $55 is a lot to ask, in
my opinion. Itdoesn't seem to me that
adiploma, a piece ofpaper,should cost
$55. AndIdon't plan on attending the
SUcommencement
So basically I'm out$55.
Again,IreiterateFather, that's a lot
of money. Sure it can'tbuy a house or
acar oranything else that'sconsidered a
big deal. But it will buy groceries. It
will buy meanew pair of jeans. It will
helppaymy rent
In other words, it will helppay for
my food,clothingandshelter. Andisn't
food, clothing and shelter more
important than whatever my $55 thatI
am forced topay wouldgotowards?
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
You pick the time and
the place and let's go.
Take a look around you, Father.
Have you checked out the price of
tuition lately? Have you seen theprices
of text books in the SU book store?
Have you seen the price of a grilled
cheese sandwich at theChieftain? Itall
adds up. And after four years,I'm tired
ofpaying.
And I'll bet you didn't know this,
Father,but my student loans are adding
up. At last count, they were up around
$8,500. Andnow they'llbe at $8,555.
ButIdon't mean to gripe. $8,555
isn't all that much,Isuppose. I'm sure
that in the long run,it will be money
wellspent.
But for now,Ihave trouble seeing
things in the long run. Ionly see $55
coming out of my checking account.
And that'sa littledistressing.
But you could change all of this,
Father. Youcould make me happy. I
haveadeal for you. I'llgive this school
the $55 that I'm supposed to pay, and
you takemeout to dinner.
How does that sound? You get $55
of my precious money, andIgeta free
dinner. If you ask me, that's a pretty
gooddeal for you.
Idon't care where we go, Father. I
don't care what we eat. Italian,
Mexican, Chinese,Greek, Vietnamese,
Indian,French, etc.,etc. Idon't care.
We could even eat at McDonalds. In
fact,Iwouldeven eat at theChieftain.I
wouldn'tmind.
And hell,no matter where we eat,
it's not gonna cost youmore than $55.
So see, youmakeaprofit
Come on, what do you say, Father?
You get $55 andIget you to buy me
Remembering why Bundy died.
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I,Father Sullivan, President of Seattle
University, do hereby promise to take Ken out to
dinner at the place of my choice.
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they'rebigchewy toys.
About three miles later Woofer
remembers she has even better chewy
toys at home: My socks. Mom could
never get me to clean my room whenI
was growing up,but you can bet with
thedogs around Inever leave anything
of value lying around.
Woofer andTweeter aresupposed to
be fed twice a day. Sometimes Ijust
feed them once a day, only twice as
much. Maybe that's cruel,but it's tough
to coordinate my schedule with their
appetites. You can't just call up and
leave a message on the answering
machine, "Dinner's in the fridge.I'll be
home atnine."
Now the house smells like a giant
spice factorybecauseIaddgarlic to their
food to get vitamin Bin their system.I
heard it wards off fleas. And-don't
laugh-I also heard 'hat if a dog owner
sprinkles cinnamon on his carpet the
dog won't find it a pleasing spot when
nature calls. It's actually worked pretty
well.Exceptonce.
Ilove my dogs though. When I
come home from a hard day they are
there to greet me with a smile. It's a
cliche, but Ireally can tell them my
problems. They are mybestfriends.
Andin theend,my dogsare justlike
a couple of kids. They can be a real




Idon't see how they do it. Lotsof
students raisechildren while theyare in
college,particularly at SU where there
is a higher percentageof older students.
Kids are a full time job. So is school.I
could neverdo it
This great appreciation came after I
started being "mom" to my golden
retrievers, Woofer and Tweeter. Now I
know how tough it is to have
dependents athomeand attend SUatthe
same time.Ishould never havekids if
this ishowIhandle dogs.
My morning begins with the dogs
breathing inmy face. They have to go
outside.Half asleepIgetoutof bedand
take them outside,bearing theelements.
But what do Woofer and Tweeter do?
Chase after the paperboy.Thedogs just
want to play. The paper boy isn't
amused.
The dogs never fail to delay my
morning routine by at least 15 minutes.
Iquickly getdressed. Off to schoolIgo.
Two sad dogs sit on the couch staring
out the living room window. They
watch medriveaway.
SUhas daycare for kids. Why can't
they have dogcare? Itwould suremake
my days a loteasier. No more dashing
home between classes just to let them
Aren't Woofer and Tweeter cute? Sure they are, as long as you aren't
trying to find the puppy chow and your history book at the same time.
outside. Sometimes I get home the street.
expecting them to be ready to explode. Suddenly, the UPS truck comes
Instead, they run outside and Tweeter barreling down the street. And UPS
flops over and starts scratchingher back drivers don't stop for anything. The
onthegrass,while Woofer seeksapiece chase is on, all the way down the road
of garbage in theneighbor'syardacross as the dogs try to bite the tires, thinking
Finally, a Super Bowl that was really super.
"I just wanted him to know how
muchIcare for him,"Walsh said.
With the victory, the 49ers are now
being called the team of the '80s.
Ironically, it was the team of the 70s,
thePittsburgh Steelers, whogave us the
firstgreatSuperBowl,defeating theLos
Angeles Rams 31-19 in Super Bowl
XIV. In that game, the Ramsput up a
great fight, losing out to Terry
Bradshaw and theSteeler veteransin the
last five minutes.
Similarly, the Bengals putup agreat
fight, only to lose out to Joe Montana
in a last minute drive which covered 92
yards, with John Taylor catching a 10
yard touchdown with34 seconds left
"We were just34 seconds away from
winning the most excitingSuper Bowl
ever played," said Wyche. "Just 34
seconds."
expected to fall apart. But Williams
rose to the occasion, making nine
tackles and harrassing Montana
throughout. And in the end, with
possibly his last chance for a Super
Bowl championship gone, Williams
still had the class to embrace every
member of bothhis own defense and the
49er offense.
There was Bengal Max Montoya,
seen holding his 5-year-oldson on the
sidelines as time ran out. "We've been
to two Super Bowls inmy ten years in
the league," he said. "Both times we
have lost. Andboth times it hashurt."
And finally, there were the coaches,
San Francisco's Bill Walsh, the mentor,
and Cincinnati's Sam Wyche,a former
assistant under Walsh. After matching
wits in one of the biggest games of
their coachingcareers, the twoembraced
at the center of the field.
In theemotional San Francisco 49er
locker room following Super Bowl
XXIII,Head Coach Bill Walsh was
asked ifhe planned to retire. This had
been the rumor for two weeks.
Everyone was predicting the answer
would bea yes.
But Walsh looked right into the
N.B.C.camera and said confidently, "I
don'tknow."
But the smart money says that
Walsh willretire. Why? Becauseof the
history ofhead coaches in the N.F.L.
The Pittsburgh Steelers, led by
Chuck Noll, won four Super Bowls in
six years. Andmany recall his speech
after his team wonits forth.
"You know," Noll said, "I don't
think this teamhaspeaked yet."
The Steelers had peaked. This last
season, they had a 5-11 record. Critics
are calling for Noll's head to roll. He
could have gone out on top, but he
didn't.




Super Bowl five times under Head
Coach Tom Landry, winning two of
them. This year they had the worst
record in the N.F.L. Critics are calling
for Landry's execution. He could have
gone outon top,but he didn't.
The Miami Dolphins have gone to
the Super Bowl five times under Head
Coach Don Shula, winning two back-
to-back. But this season, Shula's
Dolphins didn't standachance and were
eliminated from playoffcontention mid-
way through the season. Critics have
said that the game has passed him by.
But Shulacould have gone outon top,
buthedidn't
Andnow we come toWalsh. He has
wonthree SuperBowls in thelast seven
years. Ifhe's thinking about retirement,
he should do it.
Walsh can go out on top while he
still has the chance. Noll,Landry and
Shula may never win another Super
Bowl,and maybe remembered for their
lousy,career ending seasons. If Walsh
retires,he'll never have to worry about
doing that.
should've been intercepted.Ibreathed a
littleeasier after thedrop."
This would be the only bad pass
Montana would throw all day. Theysay
you can judgeaplayer'sgreatnessby his
performance in a big game. If this is
true,Montana,could easilybecalled the
bestquarterbackof the decade. In three
Super Bowls in the '80s, Montana's
statistics are remarkable: 950 yards,
eight touchdowns andzerointerceptions.
WhileMontana is agreatplayer who
came to the forefront in the big game,
there were many Bengals who
disappearedwhen thegame wason the
line. Tight End Rodney Holman,
coming off an All-Pro season, failed to
catch a pass. Running Back James
Brooks accounted for only 44 yards of
offense. And Quarterback Boomer
Esiason, the N.F.L.'s Most Valuable
Player for the season,completed just 13
passes for 144 yards.
Twoother players disappeareddue to
tragedy. 49er Steve Wallace, a huge
offensive tackle,broke his left tibulaon
the game's third play from scrimmage.
And Bengal Tim Krumrie, an All-Pro
defensive tackle, broke his left tibula
and fibula during the game's eighth
play. Both were playing in their first
Super Bowl. Both were expected to
have an impact on the outcome. But
instead, both will be remembered for
their bravery,each watching the game in
their respective locker roomsinstead of
leaving for the hospital.
Super Bowl XXIII will also be
remembered for its touchingmoments.
There was 49er Center Randy Cross,
playing inhis last game. He couldhave
been the game's goat. In the firsthalf
hemade abadsnap, causing the 49ers to
miss a short field goal. During the last
drive, he was called for a critical
penalty. But in the end,Randy Cross
stood holding the Vince Lombardi
Trophy,crying and laughing atthe same
time.
There was Cincinnati Linebacker
Reggie Williams,perhaps also playing
in his last game. When Krumrie went
down to injury, the Bengaldefense was
After 22 tries,the N.F.L. finally got
it right. Super Bowl XXIII livedup to
its name. It was everything a pro
football fan could want. Itwassuper.
It was a game that had all the
elements of great drama. There was
excitement. There was tension. There
was missed opportunity. There was
pain. There waselation.
And in the end, the San Francisco
49ers defeated the Cincinnati Bengals
20-16. But this will not be a game
remembered for its outcome,but for the
personal triumphs and tragedies that
unfolded on the field at Miami's Joe
Robbie Stadium.
Who willever forget theperformance
of 49er wide receiver Jerry Rice?
During the week before the game, the
press reported thatRice hadabadankle.
During the week before the game, the
Bengal comerbacks talked aboutRice's
lack of speed. Butabadankle andlack
of speed never showed up during the
game.
What did was 11receptions for 215
yards,both SuperBowlrecords. Andas
the faster Bengalcomerbacks sulked in
their dressing room at game's end, the
slower Rice was named the Most
ValuablePlayer.
In fact, it was one of Rice's chief
pre-game critics, Cornerback Louis
Billips, who had the biggest missed
opportunity of thegame.
With the Bengals leading 13-6,
Billips dropped what looked likea sure
interception.
"The balllanded right inmy hands,"
Billips said. "Ishould have picked it
off. We had the momentumat the time,
and an interceptionmight have iced the
game. Iguess it was just tooeasy."
Perhaps it was just too easy for
Rice. On the very next play, 49er
quarterback JoeMontanahithis favorite
target for a14 yard touchdown.
"Igot a litUe lucky," Montana said.
"I threw a badpass,almost as ifIwas
throwing right to Billips. Itdefinitely
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Try to be a student with these at home.
ByKENBENES
Mfln?B n̂SEditor
(Editor'snote: There isanunhealthy lack ofnews in the Americanpressregarding
goings-on inLatin America, where developments many times greatly affect ournation. Fortunately for Spectator readers, Arthur Fisher,PhD., of the historydepartment,has offered to provide, incapsuleform, some highlightsof the severalSpanish language newspapers he receives. Dr. Fisher's column will appear
periodically.)
Arias to Castro: "Hands off Central America!"
San Jose, Costa Rica,1/12/89 Costa Rican President Oscar Arias, winner of the
NobelPeace Prize,todaycalledon Cuba's FidelCastro to withdraw from his rolesas
adviser to theNicaraguan Sandanistasandkeysupporterof theanti-government forces
inElSalvador. "It's worthless for him to say that he supports the plans for peace
while also supporting armed struggle in the region," Arias said. "ThereforeIam
askinghim to takehis handsoff CentralAmerica."
Pele quits Brazilian Government
Sao Paulo, Brazil,1/12/89. Soccer immortal Pele today resigned his post as a
spokesman for the Brazilian tourism agency,Embratur, saying that he "couldn't go
on lying" about the nation's problems with violent crime. Pele, who is widely
assumed to have political ambitions,bitterly attacked the government for its failure
to contain this year's inflation,now in excess of900percent. "Brazil'sproblem is a
moral problem," he said. "We aren't going to solve the problems of hunger and
social injustice withdemagoguery."
Army Withdraws from San Salvador Campus.
San Salvador,El Salvador,1/13/89. The Salvadoran army today withdrew troops
thathad surrounded thecampus of the University ofSan Salvador, while student andfaculty leaders proceededwithplans for amarchprotesting therecent waveof arrests
ofstudents. Officials of theUniversity had threatened toclose the school unless the
troops were removed. Today they added a charge that members of the army had
assaulted twofemale administrators,CatalinaMachuca,adean,andher assistantdean,
Coralia de Rivas. "We arecalling on our 35,000 students not to abandon us," said
the officials. "We are struggling to keep the University openand to preserve our
autonomy." In a related incident, the residences of two other university
administrators were destroyedby dynamite early this morning.
Split Surfaces Between Pinochet and Military over Election Laws
Santiago, Chile, 1/13/89. Strong disagreements have surfaced between Chilean
President Augusto Pinochet and his longtime ally Jose Merino over how many
political parties are to be allowed to participate in the elections scheduled for late
1989. There are now some 22 political parties in the nation,Merino announced,
while Pinochet has envisionedan electoral systemmuch like that inEngland. "We
enables him to explore, in some way,
the different topics which interesthim.
"History allows me to go wherever I
want to go."
Taylor said he was happy to be
acceptedto SUafter applying to schools
all over the country. When he
interviewed at SU,he sensed he would
begivena lot of freedom to helpshape
anddesign the department. "Because the
departmenthasn't hired inalong time,I
am able to get involved rightaway," he
said.
Taylor and the history department are
trying to get students involved outside
of theclassroom. Hebelieves students
cannotpickup anddropeducation at the
end of the hour. "If you teach history
right, students should beable to relate it
toother things outside the classroom."
Next year Taylor hopes to be
involved in a program abroad. "If we
get enough students to go, I'll go," he
said. He believes it's a great way to
become exposed toEurope. "I think it's
agood experiencefor people," headded.
with these people, the history,and what
grew outof that," saidTaylor.
"IknewIwashooked whenIwent to
Europe and got the chance to live and
see the necessity for understanding the
past,"headded.
"That's one of the luxuries of being
inEuropean History, the travel," said
Taylor. Taylor likes Europebut cannot
see himself living there. He likes the
United States and its geographical
space.
Taylor believes Europe opensup the
world. "You can get yourself
immersed in the different cultures," he
said. "It's a stimulating experience
because you are forced to adjust to the
different language."
Going over to Europe was not all
work and no play. Taylor said "it was a
greatadventure." Hehasbeen to Spain,
Paris, London, Dublin, all around
Austria and Switzerland,andGermany,
wherehe didmostofhis research.
Teaching has always been Taylor's
dream. "Ilike teaching. Ialwaysknew




Latin American news update.
Nine years of graduate school may
seem a bit much for most of us, but
Tom Taylor, Ph.D., Seattle
University's new history instructor,said
he feels it was time wellspent.
Taylor spokefondlyof the9-year road
to his Ph. D. "It took a long time to
get it down,but there's worse things
than beingin school." Taylor achieved
his bachelors degree at St. John's
University and went on to earn his
masters and doctorate at the University
ofMinnesota.
While in college, Taylor worked,
taught part-time, and ran a computer
lab. "At different pointsIwas working
full-time in the history department."
Taylor considered it "on-the-job
experience."
Taylor traveled overseas during most
of his summer months in graduate
school. "Iwent to Germany about 12
years ago. Out of that came the desire
to know more of what was going on
New face in history department.
can't draftalaw until this gets cleared up," Merino said,despite the fact thatPinochet
had expected the law to be approved yesterday, presumably with little resistance.
Technically theissue under discussion is whether parties are to beallowed to form
alliances incompeting for seatsin the legislature. Ifsuch alliances areoutlawed, the
smaller parties willbe unable to winany seats,it is thought,and will beleft without
avoice innational affairs.
Woodcutting Halted in Mexican Jungle
MexicoCity,1/12/89. MexicanPresident Carlos Salinas deGortari todayordered the
cancellation of allpermits for woodcutting in the forests which serve as home to
Mexico's Lacandones Indians,whoremainamong themost isolatedin the Americas.
The densely overgrown area in the state of Chiapas had recently fallen prey to
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Eight excitingandrewarding full-time summer jobs
conductingpublic toursof the SkagitHydroelectric
Project in theNorth Cascades.
Applicants must have a minimum of two years experience involving
leadership, sales,public speakingetc. Experiencewith group living,
thehandicapped,and/or elderly,and foreign language is desirable.
Guides are required to live on-site for five days a week. Valid Wash-
ingtonState Drivers license, first aid card ano CPR certification must












WHOMAYAPPLY? ANYONE! The programsare open toallSUstudent;.
There are no foreign language prerequisites.
WHAT DOTHEPROGRAMS OFFER? An opportunity to learn French or
German while immersedin the cultureof the country. An opportunity
forindependenttravelin Europe.
HOW DOIAPPLY? Pick up an applicationfrom the departmentof
Foreignlanguages.Third FloorCasey.
COSTS? Regulitr SU tuition.Room andboard are camparable to those at
SU.The only additionalcost is travel.
FINANCIALAID7 MostSU financialaid can be used for these programs.







confusion with life and relationships
come througheffectively.
Hurt, in fact, will undoubtedly
receive his fourth Academy Award
nomination for Best Actor. He won the
Oscar in 1986 for his performance in
"Kissof theSpider Woman," andbarely
lost outin 1987's "Children ofa Lesser
God" and 1988's "Broadcast News."
Butit is Geena Davis who steals the
show with her performance as Muriel
Pritchett,a high-strungdog trainer who
is asextravertedas Leary is withdrawn.
Leary and Pritchette eventually fall in
love,which further complicates the life
of this "Accidental Tourist."
Much of thecomedy in themovie is
brought about through the performances
of Leary's three siblings, Rose,played
by Amy Wright, Porter, played by
David Ogden Stiers (of M*A*S*H
fame) andCharles,playedby EdBegley,
Jr. (of St. Elsewhere). The three are
marvelous together, particularly during
dinner scenes or whileplayingastrange
cardgamecalled "Vaccination."
But in the end, the film shows the
ability of Kasdan. As a writer/director,
Kasdan has quitea reputation toliveup
to. His previous projects include "The
Return of the Jedi," "TheBigChill" and
"Raiders of theLost Ark."
But "Tourist" is perhaps his
strongest work yet. This is a movie
which utilizes interesting characters in
an intricate plot. The issues which
shape and guide a person's life are
explored. Kasdan's sense of irony and
symbolism is amazing. Throughout the
movie,there isa search for value inlife.
By the end of "The Accidental
Tourist," this value is found. And itis
noaccident
This heart-warming drama about
an enduring friendship between two
women tickles the funny bone, but
also pulls at the heart strings.
"Beaches" is a wonderful film showing
the pain and suffering that is included
with the joy of having and being a
friend. It shows the strengths and
weaknesses that are involved in any
friendship.
As the saying goes, opposites
attract in relationships. In "Beaches,"
Bette Midler as CC Bloom and Barbara
Hershey as Hillary Whitney Essex are
both ambitious, fun-loving women,but
their backgrounds bringabout different
personalities. YoungBloom (Mayim
Bialik) is from the Bronx andas young
as eleven years old she is trying to
succeed at a singing and acting career.
Her dream is to be rich and famous
when shemeetsWhitney onthebeaches
of Atlantic City.
Young Hillary Whitney, also
eleven, (played by Marcie Leeds)'is
from a well-bred,wealthy background.
The two personalities, Bloom's
adventure and flair and Whitney's poise
and princess charm, create an instant
friendship.
letters. Ten years pass before they
reunite andit's asif theynever parted.
They go through the turmoils of
friendship, falling in love with the same
man, collapsedmarriages, and rough
times with their jobs.
Even though theyarebest friends,
the film is realistic by showing that
even friends are sometimes green with
envy. They fight, spitting out each
other jealousies. Midler plays the
talentedsinger, and she sings several
songs throughout the film whichclaims
she'snotonly a talented actress, but a
talented singer. Her singing issuperb.
Hershey's character, Hillary,
becomes a beautiful and successful
attorney. Bloom is envious of
Whitney's beauty and status, where as
Whitney is envious of Bloom's
outstanding talents.
During their jealousy explosion.
Bloom exclaims you're intelligent,
beautiful, and Hillary cries out that she
can't even yodel. Their bonding as
friends grows closer as they fight out
their jealousies. As friends, they
support each other through the trying
times and build one another's character
by Bloom sharing her humor and
Whitney sharing her common sense.
When truepain andcrisis arise theyare
come toeachother for support.
This isMidler's first dramatic role
since her star role in "The Rose" and
she proves that she isn't only a
comedienne,but can professionally act
inan emotional role. It's arole thatcan
reflect her own life as an aspiring,
ambitious person who has had
wonderful success in a singing and
acting career. It's adefinite treat to see
her tremendous talent inonesitting.
Hershey's character goes through
difficult confrontations. She struggles
to be happy and her friendship with
Bloom brings her to know her true self.
The crisis that Hillary contends
with shows the strength shepossesses,
but also reveals the agony that any
person would experience in her
circumstance. Hersheyissuccessful by
portraying thepainand frustration felt
by a young woman in a sudden crisis.
Despite the pain, Hershey's character
shows strength by being a strong
confidant and mother through trying
times.
The film could have ended at
several places, but it's ending is very
appropriate. This is not only a script
with characters, but it is about real




Muriel Pritchett (Geena Davis), Macon Leary (William Hurt) and
Alexander (Robert Gorman) star in "The Accidental Tourist."
Their one day encounter ends as
Whitney leaves vacationing Atlantic
City, but their friendship continues
through letter writing and pictures.
Theyshare eachother dreams andhopes
and awaits anxiously for each others
Marcie Leeds and Mayim
Bialik play young Hillary
and CC, respectively.
Barbara Hershey, (left) as Hillary Whitney and Bette Midler,





Look no further. The best movie of
the year ishere,andit'snoaccident.
William Hurt, Geena Davis and
Lawrence Kasdan have teamed up to
create something special in "The
Accidental Tourist," a romantic
comedy-drama based on thebest-selling
novel by Anne Tyler. The movie
combines a strong plot, excellent
directingbyKasdan (whoalso co-wrote
the script), and wonderful, first rate
acting by theentirecast.
The story revolves around Macpn
Leary,played by Hurt. Leary is the
author ofseveral travelguides for people
who hate to travel. In these guides he
provides "accidental" travelers (i.e.
business men) with clever hintson how
to minimize the trauma of leaving
home.
Leary's solution is to avoid anything
that is foreign. For instance, Leary's
books list vital information such as
where onemight purchasea "Whopper-
with-cheese" and other such American
favorites in virtually every European
city.
Although his guides are a success,
all is not well for Leary. Early in the
film we learn that his 12-year-old son
had been murdered a year ago in a fast
foodrestaurant His worldisalso turned
upside down when his wife, Sarah,
playedby Kathleen Turner,leaveshim.
Hurt and Turner are no strangers to
working together under Kasdan. The
two teamed up in Kasdan's 1981 hit,
"BodyHeat." But in "Tourist," theyare
particularly good. Their anger and
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THREE GOOD REASONS/J||g|lx TO SELL FOR FARMERS
l^^tS^!^^!^ 3.Represent Farmers. TheFarmers Insurance Group of
Companies has long been one of
If your looking for anew opportunity in the largest and most successful
sales, we have an ideal position for you. firms in the business with assets
exceeding $1.5 billion. Our
i.Be In business for innovative products have helped
yourself. As a Farmers agent our sales revenue grow for 50
you'llbe your own boss and make years,
your own decisions. You control
your income, working conditions, If you have the ambition and ability
and professional standards. to run your own business we will
put you in our comprehensive
2.Work In a stable Industry. training program immediately.
Historically the insurance industry _
has been recession proof- people contact:
simply must have insurance Charles R. Horn
protection. And as inflation rises 701-sth Avenue #3420
so do premiums and yourcommis- Seattle, WA 98104
sions. 386-5560




This years basketball program has
seen a slight increase in fan support,
but there is stilla lot of empty seats to
be filled.
Iconstantly hear students complain
about a lack of unity andactivities here
atSU.
History shows that athletic programs
are an extremely successful way for a
school tobuild studentunity.
Schools known for their great
tradition like Notre Dame, USC,
UCLA,Michigan, andNorth Carolina,




Brian Dennehy skis around a gate en route to his third place medal.
successful studentunity and tradition to
their athletic programs.
As for excitement, there's nothing
likeacome-from-behind victory by the
home team toget yourbloodpumping.
The fans can also contribute to the
success of a team. The supportof fans
canbe likeanextraperson on the team,
itgives thatcertainedge.
The famous "home court advantage"
has been the key to success of some
great teams. The Boston Celtics and
their 16 championships are a prime
example of what that edge can do.
Another good example of thepower of
fan support is Seattle's own Seahawks.
The fans thatpile into theKingdome on
a Sunday afternoon have often been
calledthe "12thman."
The next time you're sitting around
thinking there'snothing to do, find out
when the next Chieftain sporting event
isand giveita try.
Your support will be appreciated by




Now that the elections are over and
talk of "voter apathy" has quieted,I
would like to address another form of
apathy that afflicts Seattle University,
"sports fanapathy."
BeforeItransferredherelast yearIhad
heard somuchabout the sports tradition
of SU. As a die-hardbasketball fan,I
looked forward to watching theprogram
that produced such greats as Elgin
Baylor, Eddie Miles and the O'Brien
brothers,Eddie andJohnny.
Wow,Icould justpicture the games
infrontofpackedhouses.
After attendingmy first gameIwas
sorely disappointed. The game was
exciting, but the stands were nearly
empty. About the only sounds to be
heardwere the bouncingbasketballs and
the squeaking of the players' shoes
against the floor, the crowd noise was
minimal.
"Theremust be something else going
on tonight," Ithought, but as the
season went on Ifound this to be
typical of mostSUgames.
Even the Lady Chieftains,who won
the DistrictItitle the year before and
alsoplayedan exciting up-tempogame,
seldom pulled in a substantial amount
of fans.
This yearIfound the problem was
not exclusive to basketball, soccer,
sailing, skiingand tennisall suffer from
lack of student support.
In fact, I've noticed at some of the
games, the visiting team's fans
outnumbered the Chieftain fans. IfI
hadn't known better Iwould have
thought SU was the visiting team.
Chiefs fall 75-56.
placing 16th and Dave Brown placing
25th.
In the women's competition, Katy
Brandis came in 12th out of 45 in the
giant slalom.
Dennehymet with disappointment at
Crystal when he caught an edge and
wentdown on the giant slalom. "It was
his home court and he was looking to
win,so he was real disappointed," said
Dahlem.
Dennehy placed 15th in the slalom
joining Sword, who placedsixth.
"The teams have vastly improved,"
said Dahlem,
"
in thepast we finished
at the bottom of the pack, now we're
finishing consistently in the middle."
Headded, "once someof these freshman
get a few races under their belt we'll
havea strong team."
Dahlemcommended freshman skiiers
Brown andIngrid Gunnestad. "Dave is
skiing real well for us right now."
Dahlem said the main thing Brown
needs to work on is consistency.
"I'm real impressed with her
(Gunnestad) improvement," said
Dahlem. "She went from 27th place at
Crystal to 12th at Grouse in the
slalom." Headdedhisprediction for her,
"in the next few years she'll be one of
the topskiiers in the league."
The ski teams will be travelling to
White Pass this weekend to compete in




A Seattle University ski team
member snagged Seattle Uninersity's
first ever skiing medal at Grouse
Mountain,Vancouver last weekend.
Brian Dennehy, who grabbeda third
place medal in the giant slalom,
finished only .11 seconds out of first
place and qualified for the conference
race atMission Ridge in Wenatchee on
Feb. 11 and 12. Also qualifying for a
chance at the conference race, David
Sword finished fifthin the giant slalom.
Sword finished in the fifth slot in the
slalom followed by Dennehy atnumber
nine and James Whitney, who finished
eighteenth.
The SU ski team opened the season
by hosting the Crystal Mountain race
on Jan. 20.
The men's team finished fourth in the
giant slalom and the slalom and ended
up fifth out of 10 teams overall. The
womenfinished fifth outof 10 teams in
the giant slalom, the slalom and
overall.
"For a majority of our people it was
the first time they ever raced, so
finishing in the middle of the pack was
pretty good," said SU ski coach, Mike
Dahlem.
For the men,Sword finished 14thout
of 65 racers in the giant slalom.
Following him were Ed Holmes,
The Chieftains went neck-and-neck
with a favoredLCS team thanks to the
inside gameof forward,John King, who
scored all of his 19 points in the first
half.
LCS wentup by seven with 2:10 left
in the firsthalf,but the Chieftains ran
off seven unanswered points to tie the
game athalftime.
On this night theChieftains probably
wished there was no halftime. When
they came out in the second half it
seemed they hadlost all the momentum
they had gainedright before they half.
LCS took off on a 11-2 spurt early in
the secondhalfandnever looked back.
The Chieftains just could not get
their offense goingas theyshotonly 21
percent in the second half. LCS
managed to hold SU's main first-half
weapon,King scoreless in the second
half.
LCS usedabalanced scoring attackof
Victor Wells, Tim Huzinga and Greg
Jose to runpast theChieftains.
Following King's 19 point
production for the Chieftains was Eric
Petersen with 12 points and Kevin
Bovenkamp with 10 points and 12
rebounds.
Wells led LCS with 24 points
followed by Huzingaand Jose with 15
and 14 points. Freik Beij contributed
fiveblocked shots on the defensive end
of the court.
The Chieftains record now stands at
4-14 overalland 3-2inDistrictI.
The Chieftains will face St. Martins
in Olympia tonight.




In District Icompetition Lewis-
Clark State College (LCS) took
advantage of Seattle University's cold
second-half shooting for a 75-56
victory.
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Down and Up week for Lady Chiefs.
Western held SU to a 19.4 percent
secondhalf shootingperformance andat
the 13:48 mark starteda 31-3 pointrun
that gave them a 84-47 point win.
Following Albenesius,who also had
11 rebounds, was MicheleHackett with
10pointsand fiverebounds.
Anna Rabel led the Western assault
with 21points followed by three other
players scoringindouble figures.
Against Northwest College in
Kirkland the tidechangedasSU was the
one shooting well, 52.5 percent, the
other teamhad trouble getting the ball
in the hoop though. They shot only
23.7percentfrom the field.
Jenny Clark led the Lady Chieftains
with 22 points as they pounded
Northwest team84-34.
Following Clark were Hackett with
18 points and eight rebounds, and
Katrina Baldwin with 15 points and
ninerebounds.
One key factor in the game, beside
shooting percentage, was rebounding.
The Lady Chieftains out-rebounded
Northwest57 to 27.
TheLadyChieftains record stands at
7-7overalland3-4 in league.
SU played District Irival, Sheldon
Jackson last night,but results were not
available atpress time.
SU scored the first two points for
their only lead of thegame,butWestern
ran off nine unanswered points. They
kept slowlybuildingup their leadas the
first half went on. The Vikings made
onelast spurt,a 9-3 run,at the endof
the first half to take a 4S-30 lead into
half time. Western shot a scorching
67.7 percent from the field in the first
half.
The Vikings came out in the second
half and put to rest any hope of the
LadyChieftains makingacomeback.
SUpoured in 10 unanswered points
early in the half,but that would just be
aglimmer ina dismal secondhalf.
ByDANNY MADDEN
SportsEditor
The Seattle University women's
basketball team fell hard against
Western WashingtonFriday,despite the
inspired offense of center, Andrea
Albenesius. The Lady Chieftains
bouncedback thenext night though, to
crushNorthwest CollegeofKirkland.
Albenesius scored 24 of the
Chieftains' 47 points,butunfortunately
that was the soul bright spotfor SU.
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[and those] three workers will provide
the funds for each retiree," the report
stated.
Head Start and similar programs are
focusing new energy on early
interventionprograms for solving some
of the educational and social problems
that are likely to crop up later.
Immigrants are oneof those problems,
the reportshowed.
According to the report, "Sixofevery
ten Asian-Americans are foreign born
and the growth potential from
immigration is very great for the next
decade...Asian-Americans are heavily
enrolled inpublic schools and language
problemsprevail."
Also,because of generally high SAT
scores, Asian Americans represent a
"disproportionate share" of students of
color at many universities. "Though
access to college is widespread,hiring
and promotion discrimination against
Asian-Americans is also common," the
reportfound.
"In all U.S. graduate engineering
programs,43 percentof the students are
foreignstudents," the report found.
The future increase in students of
color will bring problems of color,
language, culture and attitudes greater
than any we are facing today. White
students, Spanish-speaking students,
Black students, and students from
Thailand and Vietnam are flowing into
theeducation system, "adding the high
level of energy and creativity thathas
always been characteristic of groups
whoaremaking their wayinAmerica."
According to the report, "Our rapidly
aging white middle class will find its
retirement income generated by an
increasingly non-white work force - a
small cheer for increasing educational
and occupational attainments by
minorities would seem to be inorder!"
LOOKING AHEAD:
Peace vigils every Wednesday. Share
your hopesand concerns of the present
and for the future.Meets 11:55 a.m. to
12:10 p.m. in front of the bookstore.
These are non-demonstrational. Come
joinusin fellowship for peace.
Apartheid? Hunger?Homelessness? Are
you interested in workingon these and
other social issues of worldwide
concern? Meet with the Coalition for
Human Concern, a non-partisan
organization which meets every
Thursday,noon to 1p.m. in the Peace
and Justice Center, Room 204 of the
Student Union Building. Bring your
ideas and your lunch. Students and
faculty welcome.
Artists against AIDS 2nd Benefit
Performance. Friday,February 3 and
Saturday, February 4, at the Intiman
Playhouse Theater. Performances begin
at 8 p.m. and are $15. Tickets will be
on sale at the door beginning at 7 p.m.
All proceeds go to AIDS support
services.
ReaderPower,a two-part workshop put
on by the Learning Center. Tuesday,
January31 and Wednesday,February1.
Learn a new approach to reading and
interpreting texts that allows you to
become more actively involved in your
own reading process. Both workshops
meet from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Pigott
451.
Circle X International invites Seattle
University students to an introduction
meetingon January 31 at 8 p.m. in the
Upper Chieftain Conference Room. Join
in planning "Organizational Night"
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School test results unequal.
pull them outone at a time."
Preston said that it is important for
parents to show discipline in their
children's study habits at an early age.
"We have to tell our kids to turn that
damned television off and do their
homework," he said.
From 'Experts' page 1
studentsofcolor,said that thereporting
of low achievement of these students
has a "devastating impact" on the
psychology of the community.
"Teachers often create thebehavior they
expect,"he said.
According to Preston, "lack of
academic readiness on the part of our
youngsters" is a big part of the
problem.He points to parent's personal
values and support at home for student
study, student's cultural actions
combined with negative peer pressure
for academic achievement, and that
communities aren't carrying their
weight. "Our communities have a
heavier obligation than the school
system to make sure what is available
isalsobeingacquired,and that's thepart
wearedoing the least wellon,"he said.
Every major city in the country has
disproportionate academic achievement
on thelines of race, Preston said. "We
have theability in each of our hands to
turn that reality around...Just like
fishing in a school of fish, we have to
Preston emphasized that this is more
than a people-of-color problem. "We
have to get whitepeople in this country
to realize that their future is tied to the
success or failure of all students," he
said.
According to a recent report by The
Institute ForEducational Research, the
total US population for 2020 will be
about 265 million people.More than
91million will be minorities. "One of
every three of us will be minorities...
See Japanese prints at the Seattle Art
Museum. A premier collection of 125
wood block prints capturing thelives of
men in Japan during theEdo period. It
starts today and runs until Sunday,
March 5. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday
until 9 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Mondays. Admission into the
museum is $2 for adults,$1 for seniors
andstudents,and free to kidsunder 6,if
accompaniedbyanadult. Thursdaysare
free toeveryone.
Open house for SU's evening degree
programs in nursing, liberal arts and
'business. Tuesday, January 31, from
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Casey
BuildingFoyer. For more information
call 296-5700.
Planning to Graduate? Apply for your
degreeas soonaspossible bypaying the
$55 graduation fee at the Office of the
Controller and picking up your
graduation packet at the Office of the
Registrar. The final deadline for
application is Wednesday,February1,
for those completing their requirements
in June, 1989.
Ministries Week! Sunday, January 29
through Sunday, February 5. Join in
open houses at Loyola Hall, worship
services,and discussions. Call Campus
Ministry at296-6075 for details.
Intimacy Retreat! The focus is
"Exploring Relationships with Self,
Others andGod." Friday, February 3 at
6 p.m. until Sunday, February 5 at 1
p.m. Cost is $20. Apply by January 31
in theCampus Ministry Center.
School of Nursing presents an AIDS
Update.Carol Dumphy,MN, ARNP,a
pioneerand recognizedauthority in the
field will present the latest information
on AIDS prevention. February 3, from
7 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. in the Casey
Commons. A Continental Breakfast
willbe served. Tickets are $5.RSVP to
ColleenDowneyin GEL 205 byFriday,
January 27.
See the Julliarrt String Quartet! This
world famous group willperform works
by Mozart,Carter and Verdi. Thursday,
February 2,at 8 p.m. inMeanyHall on
the University of Washington campus.
Tickets are $15 andavailable at the UW
Arts Ticket Office, 4001 University
Way orby calling 5434880.
CLASSIFIEDS
$1250 WEEKLY HOME MAILING
PROGRAMMGUARANTEED
EARNINGS.
Start immediately. Free Details.
Rush self-addressed stamped
envelope to: 403 Buttercup Creek
S-4, Cedar Park, TX 78613
Far East, Int'l. Lumber Trader
ooking for aggressive, goal-oriented
person. Excellent Future w/
irowing co. Must speak/write
Japanese. Exp. not nesc,will train.
Send resume to: Barbee Intl., Inc.
PO Box 359, Renton, WA 98057.
No phone callsplease.
Earn Extra $ part-time selling
jewelry, skin-care line and
cosmetics. Color-catalogs and




Good Earnings first year.
Part or Full Time.
Men, womenor couples.
Opportunity to build future security.
Inquire (no obligations)
Mr.Brennan (206) 364-0137
BABYSITTER for a four month
old boy. Primarily weekends and
evenings, approximately 12 hours a
week. Good Hourly rate. Prior
experience and a car required.
Located in Broadmoor. Call 322-
2352 if interested.
WRITIN1 ROTTEN? Or just not
great? Superior editing, rewriting,
development of article,manuscripts
theses, letters and speeches. Any
level, one page or hundreds. Call
821-0871.
ADOPTION: Thinking of an
adoption plan? Loving dad and stay
at home mom would be honored to
share our love with your Caucasian
baby. Let us help you at this
difficult time. Expenses paid. Call
Michelecollect.(206) 271-7378.
HELP WANTED-PART TIME
Toy store in Westlake Center.
Retail Sales. Must like children of
all ages. Flexible hours. 20-30
hrs/week. Must like children
$4.50/hr.Begin Feb. 3. phone 623-
6825.
Telemarketing Positions Available.
Part-time 8-12pm. Flexible hours.




unit, near Seattle University; Two
bedroom, two baths, fireplace,
secured parking, view of Mt.
Rainier, one block from buslines,
$55,000. Contact Marie 296-5740
(work) or 454-4181.
By 2020, 'one of
every three of us
will be
minorities...'
r— t Preparation Spedaltotal









Pizzapiefor $8.50right toyour door.
Or try our hefty calzones,hotheros
or salads togo-minimumdelivery
orderis8bucks. Suchadeal! We're
open for lunch toosostopby.
FREE DELIVERY






*1 00°«II nocash value
ANY 17" PIZZA
Limit one couponper parlypervbit
OfferValidonlyatPiecoro'i on
14thand E Madison
Free Parking inRear
